Abstract. Neurodegeneration affects cortical gray matter leading to loss of cortical mantle volume. As a result of such volume loss, the geometrical arrangement of the regions on the cortical surface is expected to be altered in comparison to healthy brains. Here we present a novel method to study the alterations in brain cortical surface geometry in Parkinson's disease (PD) subjects with a Geometry Networks (GN) framework. The local geometrical arrangement of the cortical surface is captured as the 3D coordinates of the centroids of anatomically defined parcels on the surface. The inter-regional distance between cortical patches is the signal of interest and is captured as a geometry network. We study its topology by computing the dimensionality of simplicial complexes induced on a filtration of binary undirected networks for each geometry network. In a permutation statistics test, a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference was observed in the homology features between PD and healthy control groups highlighting its potential to differentiate between the groups and their potential utility in disease diagnosis.
Introduction
Computational techniques of network analysis applied to neuroimaging data have helped to characterize the changes associated with Parkinson's Disease (PD) in the structural [10] , functional [6] and morphological networks [7] . Brain shrinkage (reduction in volume) and cortical gray matter loss have been observed in PD patients [4] suggestive of changes in the geometric arrangement of brain regions. Yet, the relative geometric arrangement of the brain structures is often overlooked as a potential marker for neurodegenerative diseases. In this work we present a novel framework to quantify the geometric arrangement of brain regions to study its alterations in the presence of a neurodegenerative disease such as PD.
Current network analysis of brain data is based on the simplifying assumption of a dyadic (pairwise) interaction between nodes (regions of brain) of the network [9] . Such an assumption potentially limits the underlying structural and functional interactions captured by the brain graph models. The general framework of topology data analysis enables the study of polyadic (one-to-many) interactions via application of principles rooted in the theory of simplicial complexes and persistent homology [1, 5] . A similar research work studied brain changes via topology features [3] , however, their work focused on group level graphs with subjects as nodes. In this work we present a framework to quantify and characterize the geometrical arrangement of the cortical surface patches via a morphological network for an individual. Further, we compute the algebraic topology features to capture the multiway interactions between networks nodes.
Our geometry network (GN) framework encodes the geometric arrangement of cortical anatomical patches with an inter-region Euclidean distance in the 3D space. Further, we induce a filtration of Vietoris-Rips complexes on the interregion distance matrices to obtain the persistence information and the counts of the k-simplices forming the complex (explained in section 2.2). These features are then tested for their ability to differentiate between groups. We demonstrate the applicability of this framework to T1 structural MRI data for a population of PD patients and healthy control subjects, however, it is general in nature and can be extended to other modalities and neurodegenerative diseases. The key contributions of our work are two fold, 1) a study of the geometrical arrangement of cortical brain regions as affected by Parkinson's disease and 2) a novel framework to characterize the polyadic interactions between brain regions to obtain discriminative features.
Methods
Our framework is based on the premise that the inter-regional geometrical arrangement in the brain is altered by the disease related neuro-degeneration. The method we present here focuses on the alterations in cortical surface geometry approximated as a set of anatomically defined patches, whose centroids are representative of their geometric localization in the 3D space. Further, the topological analysis takes the inter-regional (node-to-node) Euclidean distance information and induces filtration of simplicial complexes to obtain features of persistent homology for the brain point cloud. Below we describe our method in further detail along with a workflow outline ( Figure 1 ).
Geometry Networks
The central aim of our work is to quantify the geometrical arrangement of the cortical structures in the brain. Thus, their localization in the 3D space is the signal of interest and is captured in the polyadic (many-to-many) interaction via the Euclidean distance between the patch centroids. Such n × n inter-patch distance matrices for n nodes enable us to study the graph theoretic and topology properties of the geometrical arrangement and compare them across groups.
Network Filtration: In network analysis, the threshold to obtain a binary graph from a weighted graph is a parameter often selected based on the suitability to the application at hand, thus, limiting its generalizability. To circumvent this issue, we construct a network filtration with a monotonically increasing set of threshold values to obtain a set of binary undirected networks with different levels of network sparsity. This approach has the advantage of providing a complete set of network topology characteristics from a fully disconnected network to a fully connected network.
A weighted undirected brain graph G is thresholded at a value ε k to yield a binary undirected graph G k . Upon changing the threshold ε 1 < ε 2 < · · · < ε k < · · · < ε n we get a hierarchical sequence of n binary undirected graphs
A graph originates from a distance matrix D where, each entry d ij is the connection strength (Euclidean distance for geometry networks) between the nodes i and j. Each D is converted into an adjacency matrix A k where, {a ij = 1|d ij < ε k , 0 otherwise} for a chosen threshold ε k giving the graph G k . We compute the features of nodal degree, betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, local efficiency and subgraph centrality for each network in the filtration. For a detailed mathematical description of these features, the reader is guided to the seminal work by Rubinov and Sporns [9] .
The inter-patch distance for each subject varies depending on the brain size rendering the graph filtration generated based on the raw distance values influenced by the scale of the overall brain size in addition to the relative interregional distances whose alterations with disease are of interest. Thus, in order to overcome such scale-related differences, we normalize the values of the interpatch distance for each individual to the range of [0, 1] prior to the generation of a graph filtration. This enables a comparison of the network and topology features across subjects and groups by potentially reducing the affect of scale variation of the brain size.
Persistent Homology
The central idea behind the theory of persistent homology (PH) is to build a sequence of nested subsets on a space of simplicial complexes, studied at different resolutions. For our work, the Vietoris-Rips (V R) complex completely defined by the underlying 1-skeleton is induced on a symmetric distance matrix of pairwise distances between points in a point cloud.
A VR complex is defined on a metric space M for a specific distance value δ by forming a k-simplex for every finite set of k + 1 points that has diameter at most δ. For a set of p nodes in the point cloud, the VR complex has at most (p − 1) simplices, enabling the geometry networks to obtain higher dimensional interactions limited in binary networks to 1-dimensional simplices (edges). We characterize the topology of the point cloud at a given threshold ε k by a Betti number feature where the m th Betti number (β m ) is the count of (m+1) simplices in a point cloud [1] . Monotonically increasing values of the scale parameter ε k lead to a V R filtration where
Akin to the network filtration obtained above (section 2.1) we obtain the PH features for the VR filtration from the geometry network distance matrices. We compute the Betti numbers for the connected components (Betti-0, β 0 ), tunnels (Betti-1, β 1 ), cavities (Betti-2, β 2 ) and the 4-dimensional simplices (Betti-3, β 3 ). As a result, for each threshold value in the filtration we obtain a Betti number (presented in the Figure 2) .
We input the distance matrices for the geometry networks in the package Perseus with the parameter (distmat) to compute the PH of the Vietoris-Rips complex for each brain point cloud from the inter-patch distance matrices [5] . The algorithmic basis of the package uses discrete Morse theory to reduce the size of the simplicial complexes to efficiently compute the PH features. We obtain the Betti numbers (β i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3) for the filtration for each subject with threshold ε k = 0, 0.01, 0.02, · · · , 1 resulting in a total of 100 values.
In order to interpret the Betti numbers in relation to the geometry networks of the brain it is important to understand the underlying information represented by these numbers. The Betti-0 number represents the number of connected components or nodes. The separateness of a point cloud with high Betti-0 number values suggests a higher separation. The number of tunnels (Betti-1) suggest the density of geometry information being shared in local neighborhood of the point clouds. The number of voids (Betti-2) indicates the degree of segregation of the connections, with higher values in the disease group suggesting a more local or segregated co-variation of the geometry. Similarly, the Betti-3 suggests interaction of 4 or more nodes at a given threshold.
Image processing
Cortical segmentation: The outer surface boundary for the cortical gray matter (pial surface) was obtained from the FreeSurfer 5.1 method [2] . The surfaces were quality controlled for segmentation accuracy and, incorrect segmentations were corrected manually where possible or removed from further analysis. The final cortical surface model for each subject is represented as a triangulated mesh with vertices and faces.
Adaptive Cortical Parcellation: As the first step in our method we normalize the cortical surface of the individual target subjects to an average template to obtain vertex wise correspondence in the cortical mesh across the database. The cortical surface thus obtained was further subdivided into patches constrained to be within the anatomical parcellations obtained from the Freesurfer method [2] . A k-means clustering of the vertex coordinates was performed to obtain a patch-based representation of the cortical surface. An additional constraint on the minimum number of vertices per patch (mvcpp) was included to avoid extremely small or large patches [8] . The cortical patch-wise parcellation from the template surface was transferred to individual target subjects in their respective spaces with spherical daemons registration [2] . The coordinates of the centroid for each patch were obtained as the average of the coordinates of the vertices within each patch.
It is important to note that mvcpp is a parameter of choice and directly influences the number of patches on a cortical surface. A higher value of mvcpp leads to larger patches in the k-means clustering resulting in fewer total number of patches N . This results in a smaller-sized distance matrix per brain N × N . A very large value of mvcpp would give smaller distance matrices, however could lead to a potential loss of information. On the contrary a very small mvcpp would lead to more patches giving larger distance matrices which may become memory and time inefficient.
Skull Normalization: In order to study the the geometrical arrangement of the brain regions, it is vital to reduce the variability across subjects due to head size. The brain development into the adult healthy brain follows the space restriction enforced by the bony cranial vault and hence we assume that the brain geometrical shape is contoured along the shape of the cranial vault. The first step of normalization uses a 12 degree of freedom affine transformation between the 'cranial vault shapes' as it offers an anatomically-meaningful way to normalize the geometry based on the estimated contour of each brain in its adult diseasefree state. This affine-based normalization can be interpreted as an extension of intra-cranial vault volume (ICV)-based scaling that is commonly used to normalize volumes of brain structures before comparison across the database. The affine transformations estimate potentially different scaling in the x, y and z directions based on registering the cranial-vault shapes which could be important when the goal is to study the relative geometrical arrangement of brain regions, and not just the volumes of brain regions. The vertices on the surface of the cortical gray matter (pial surface) were then transformed with this affine transformation to reduce the effects of head size-related variability across subjects.
Statistical Analysis
The classical network features (1 value per node, 140 nodes x 100 thresholds = 14000 dimensions) and Betti number features (100 dimension) live in a high dimensional space relative to the sample size in our dataset (339 PD, 150 CN). In order to minimize the effects of the curse-of-dimensionality (small sample size, high dimensionality), we mapped the features into a reduced dimensionality space created by the principal components of the PCA decomposition of these features. Data for a feature (Local efficiency or Betti-3 etc.) from all subjects in the two groups were mapped into its reduced space of m dimensions. We retained m PCs sufficient to account for 95% of the variability in the original features across the dataset. Consequently, each feature obtained a different number of PCs ( Table 1) .
The ability of the network and PH features (mapped into this new dimension space (principal component loadings)) to differentiate between the group of patients and healthy individuals was tested via a Fisher's exact test with random group assignment. The test was repeated for 20,000 random permutations to obtain an empirical estimate of the data distribution to compare the observed group level difference of the features. The component scores for each subject for each individual or combination of features were used in a Fisher's exact test to check for group level difference.
For each permutation we compute the Hotelling's T 2 statistic, which takes the form
where, m PCs are selected and each group has N Grp subjects with a mean value of M Grp . This gives rise to the empirical distributionF (·) as per
where, the null hypothesis of two groups having equal distribution is rejected
(f )df falls below the predefined significance level (p < 0.05).
The framework
In order to compute the classical graph theoretic and persistent homology features from the T1 MRI data, we followed a sequence of steps as outlined in the figure 1. Triangulated cortical surface meshes (section 2.3) were normalized to obtain vertex wise correspondence between subjects across the groups (section 2.3). Further, these surfaces were normalized for head size differences between subjects via normalization of cranial vault shape by affine registration to a common template (section 2.3). These surfaces were then used to compute the geometry networks, classical network features (section 2.1) and persistent homology features (section 2.2) followed by test for group level difference between the features in a Fisher's exact test(section 2.4). 
Materials

Results
A template parcellation into patches with mvcpp = 2000 was transferred to individual subject cortical surfaces. This resulted in 70 patches per hemisphere for a total of N = 140 patches per brain. Computing the centroid coordinates of each patch and the Euclidean distance between the patch centroids resulted in 489 (339 PD, 150 CN) distance matrices of size N × N = 140 × 140. The PH features from the VR filtration from each brain showed a variation over filtration threshold for the betti numbers and across the groups (Figure 2) . The mean values show overlap between the two groups however the variation in the groups shows visual difference (shaded areas in Figure 2 ). It is important to note that the distribution of the betti numbers aligns with our interpretation as with increasing threshold in the filtration, we see a very early demise of Betti-0, followed by Betti-1 and Betti-2. Additionally, the Betti-3 numbers show a late appearance and continue to increase in value to the highest threshold value (ε k = 1).
The network features in the reduced PCA dimension were unable to differentiate (in a statistical sense) between the geometry networks in the PD and CN groups ( Table 1 ). The PCA decomposition of the β 0 number selected the first PC suggesting a strong similarity across the groups, reiterated by the statistical test (p > 0.05, Table 1 ). The Betti numbers β 1 and β 3 showed statistically significant difference between the two groups in the permutation experiment (p > 0.05, Figure 3 , Table 1 ). Combining the β 1 and β 3 numbers showed improvement in the discrimination performance.
Discussion and Future Work
The current work presents a novel Geometry Networks framework as a noninvasive imaging marker for neurodegenerative disorders and supporting statistical evidence of its ability to differentiate between patient (Parkinson's disease) and healthy groups. These networks capture the 3D geometrical arrangement of the anatomically defined cortical (gray matter) regions and the change in this geometry with disease. Graph theoretic and persistent homology features of these data were obtained for corresponding representations as they encapsulate the dyadic and polyadic interactions between the nodes of the network and the points in the 3D point cloud respectively. Statistical evidence presented in our work (section 3, Table 1 ) highlights, the ability of the homology features to capture the subtle changes in the geometry of the human cortex with the affects of disease. Further, the evidence suggests that the geometrical arrangement of the cortical regions is influenced by PD related neurodegeneration.
It is important to note that the network features (section 2.1) were unable to show a statistically significant difference between the groups (Table 1) indicating perhaps the limitation of the simplifying assumption of a dyadic interactions between the nodes of the networks. On the contrary, the persistent homology features of Betti-1 (β 1 ) and Betti-3 (β 3 ) numbers showed statistically significant difference (p < 0.05, section 3, Table 1 ) between the groups (PD vs. CN) in a rigorous Monte Carlo randomization based Fisher's exact test (section 2.4). This suggests that the etiology of Parkinson's disease affects the multi-way interaction between points in the 3D point cloud where as the dyadic interactions alone show small variation from the healthy control population. In this work we selected a mvcpp = 2000 for adaptive parcellation of the cortical surface. This parameter choice was guided by the computational limitation of time and memory requirements for computing homology features for larger distance matrices. Further research into algorithmic development is needed to enable computation of homology of larger matrices thus, enabling more precise geometrical assessment of the cortical surface.
As geometry and size of the brain change with age and development, the framework presented in this work provides with the opportunity to study the geometric arrangement in different age groups, its change with age and potentially detrimental affects of disease. The results of this work lead to the future work of extending the framework to consider a combination of cortical anatomy with subcortical and white matter anatomical regions to build a whole brain geometrical network. Considering cortical-surfaces derived from longitudinal withinsubject images, inter-patch distances across these time-indexed patches could provide signatures of geometrical changes over time. Additionally, development of machine learning models suitable of processing these features may lead to development of insights that could form part of future computerized diagnostic systems.
